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The International Anton Rubinstein Competition for Violoncello 2018 supports and promotes talented, young musicians, music students, soloists, and prospective orchestral musicians by providing a platform for competition and with its prestigious awards.

The Competition take place in Mendelssohn-Remise, Jägerstr. 51, 10117 Berlin

The following prizes will be awarded in the 2018 Competition:

· 1. Prize - 750 € and cello bow from VICTOR THOMASSIN 1900 as loan for one year
· 2. Prize - 500 € and cello bow from FRANZ ALBERT NÜRNBERGER jun. 1915, Gold as loan for one year
· 3. Prize - 250 € and Cello bow from C. . HANS- KARL SCHMIDT as loan for one year

Registration deadline: 7th March 2018
Registration fee: 90 € (70€ until 7th February 2018)

There are two rounds of the competition. The first round is only with video. The final of competition is open to the public and will take place in Berlin/Germany.

Registration forms and conditions:
http://www.rubinstein-akademie.de/en/cmp/5012/
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